CTCS 392: HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FILM 1925-1950

LOCATION: SCA 108
PROFESSOR J.D. CONNOR
TIME: THURSDAY 2:00-5:50 PM
LOCATION: SCA 108

RELIVE Hollywood's “Golden Era”! You'll be LULLED by continuity and BUFFETED by crises in the classical studio system!! DIVE into story, style, and stardom! REEL with the coming of sound and color!!! FEEL the impact of the Great Depression and World War II!!!! BATTLE discrimination, censorship and antitrust!!!!! EXPERIENCE moviegoing in an evolving mediascape including print, theater, radio, and television!!!!!

Films include The Jazz Singer, Grand Hotel, King Kong, She Done Him Wrong, Swing Time, Citizen Kane, I Walked with a Zombie, Out of the Past, and All About Eve.